Background {#Sec1}
==========

Plasmonic phenomena are widely used in optical devices \[[@CR1]\], imaging microscopy \[[@CR2]\], biosensing \[[@CR3]-[@CR5]\], and medical diagnostics \[[@CR6]-[@CR8]\]. Improvement of sensitivity, even down to single molecule detection limits, is needed in many applications, and this problem demands a solution at the present moment. One of the possible ways to obtain general sensitivity enhancement for multiple applications is to fabricate nanopatterned plasmonic substrates capable of generating strong local electromagnetic fields, or, in other words, offering significant plasmonic enhancement (PE), due to occurrence of localized surface plasmon resonance (LSPR) phenomenon in highly conductive metal nanoparticles. It was shown both theoretically and experimentally that enhanced local field provides signal amplification for LSPR \[[@CR9]-[@CR11]\], surface-enhanced Raman scattering (SERS) \[[@CR10],[@CR12]\], surface-enhanced fluorescence (SEF) \[[@CR13]-[@CR15]\], and surface-enhanced infrared absorption (SEIRA) \[[@CR16],[@CR17]\] techniques. The peculiarity of PE accompanying LSPR is that enhanced field is concentrated in confined space with nanometer dimensions ('hot spots') \[[@CR18]\] phenomenon, which depends on nanostructure size, shape, and material properties \[[@CR19],[@CR20]\].

Nanostructures enabling the PE effect can be fabricated using a multitude of methods \[[@CR21]\]. A simple and commonly used approach involves highly conductive, continuous film possessing surface roughness as effective plasmonic amplifiers; however, this method does not yield the ability for spectral tuning, and, consequently, the process of enhancement cannot be applied for matching with molecular resonances that is preferable for a number of spectroscopic techniques. The benefit of spectrally controlled nanostructured PE surfaces is obvious as only uniform surface-bound nanostructure arrays (nanochips) with known surface 3D geometry can provide a real possibility to perform preliminary estimation of final PE parameters when using this technique and ensure their stability and reproducibility.

In this present work, two different approaches for nanostructure fabrication were used - a method based on gold island film deposition with subsequent thermal annealing and nanoimprint lithography (NIL) technique. The most evident advantage of the latter method is an exploitation of templates with relatively large linear dimensions and sub-10-nm resolution \[[@CR22]\] for nanostructure preparation that makes NIL suitable for fabrication of uniformly oriented and homogeneous gold nanostructure arrays (NSA) with controlled nanoparticle size, shape, and spacing. However, due to the associated high costs for NIL technique exploitation in terms of equipment needed for NIL template fabrication and the nanoimprinting process itself, the development of an alternative technique which can be the basis for PE nanochip is of considerable interest. Here, we compare the two abovementioned methods of Au NSA fabrication from the point of view of LSPR spectral measurements and PE modelling.

Methods {#Sec2}
=======

Fabrication of random NSA samples {#Sec3}
---------------------------------

We have adapted the PE nanochip fabrication technique based on gold island film deposition with subsequent thermal annealing \[[@CR23]\], which is an affordable NSA preparation method yielding satisfactory results. Briefly, gold island films of varying thickness (5 to 15 nm) were obtained by thermal evaporation in vacuum on precleaned microscope glass substrates (*n* = 1.51). After island film deposition, samples were annealed at 550°С for 6 h in N~2~ atmosphere. As a result of annealing, the gold film color changed from blue of different intensity to blue, violet, and pink (depending on the film thickness) that confirms the formation of separated gold nanoparticles having different sizes depending on the initial island film thickness values (see atomic force microscopy (AFM) images in Figure [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}).Figure 1**AFM characterization results for random gold NSA samples produced via thermal annealing of gold island films.** **(a,** **b)** Top view AFM images and **(c,** **d)** corresponding AFM profiles for random gold NSA samples R6 and R7, respectively (see Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}).

Fabrication of ordered NSA samples {#Sec4}
----------------------------------

Ordered gold nanoparticle arrays were produced by means of NIL technique according to the protocol described earlier \[[@CR24],[@CR25]\]. Briefly, Pyrex glass substrates were cleaned in a 1:1 piranha solution (30% H~2~O~2~:29% NH~4~OH), rinsed with a copious amount of DI:H~2~O, and dried using N~2~. The resist was spincoated to the appropriate thickness on the substrates, baked for solvent removal, and imprinted using the template. After nanoimprinting and sample separation, the residual polymer layer was removed using O~2~ plasma reactive-ion etching. Au metallization was accomplished using an electron beam evaporator. Lift-off was performed by soaking the samples in acetone and using an ultrasonic bath. After completion of lift-off, samples were rinsed with methanol and isopropanol and dried with N~2~. This technique can be used to create a variety of structures by simply using different one-dimensional gratings (i.e., with various duty cycles or periods) and relative angular orientation of the gratings for successive imprints to create different NIL templates \[[@CR24]\].

Structural characteristics of ordered NSA were investigated using atomic force microscopy method. NIL-fabricated NSA samples of different geometry were studied. These samples were comprised of parallelepiped-shaped nanoparticles, located in an ordered array with square or rectangular lattice. AFM images of nanostructure arrays fabricated using the mentioned technique are shown in Figure [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}.Figure 2**AFM characterization results for ordered gold NSA samples produced using NIL.** **(a,** **b)** Top view AFM images and **(c,** **d)** corresponding AFM profiles for ordered gold NSA samples O2 and O4, respectively (see Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"}).

AFM measurements {#Sec5}
----------------

Atomic force microscope 'NanoScope IIIa Dimension 3000' (Digital Instruments/Bruker, Santa Barbara, CA, USA) was used to study the NSA sample morphology. AFM data treatment in order to obtain NSA structural characteristics was performed using Gwyddion 2.37 software.

Spectrophotometric measurements {#Sec6}
-------------------------------

Light extinction measurements were carried out using a compact localized surface plasmon resonance spectrometer 'NanoPLASMON-003' (NanoPlasmon Devices, Elmhurst, IL, USA) possessing a spectral range of 400 to 1,100 nm and compatible with nanochips of various size (within the limits of a 1 × 3 inch standard plain microscopic slide) in both stationary and flow real-time operation modes. Unpolarized light from a tungsten-halogen light source was incident normally to the nanochip surface and collected using an optical fiber connected to a built-in miniature spectrometer.

Light extinction and field intensity enhancement theoretical modelling {#Sec7}
----------------------------------------------------------------------

To optimize the parameters required to achieve the highest PE response for the random and ordered NSAs, a theoretical study of intensity enhancement for electric component of electromagnetic field near gold nanostructure surface depending on its shape and size was carried out. According to AFM results (see Figure [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}), nanoparticles of random NSA can be considered approximately as two-axial semi-ellipsoid in the case of smaller nanoparticles and more complex shapes in the case of larger ones. Certainly, we are aware that to fully simulate the random NSA plasmonic properties, a complete reproduction of nanostructure shape and size for each of the nanoparticle arrays is needed, which would also provide a possibility to correctly include interparticle electromagnetic interactions into the model. However, the implementation of such an approach requires costly computational resources and lengthy simulation times. To work around these challenges, we apply a common nanoparticle model for random NSA in the shape of two-axial semi-ellipsoid with average dimensions presented in Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}.Table 1**Spectral and structural characteristics of random NSA samples produced via thermal annealing of gold island filmsNSA samplePeak position in extinction spectrum (nm)Average equivalent diameter (nm)Average height (nm)Average interparticle distance (nm)**R1576562793R25825628104R35858535137R460414335216R563315247228R668023553346R773333061414R877647091576R9809524114647Sample numbers follow the initial gold island film thickness increase.

It is well known that the greatest electric field intensity enhancements associated with highly conductive metal nanoparticles are expected in 'hot spots' on the nanoparticle surface, which are usually located on sharp corners, edges, or projections of nanoparticles \[[@CR18]-[@CR20]\]. As the semi-ellipsoid shape has no expressed regions for 'hot spots,' we anticipate the NIL method allows for the production of NSAs with the abovementioned features resulting from nanoparticles of various shapes (including parallelepiped-shaped). To compare the 'hot spots' influence on the PE level, the nanoparticles having the parallelepiped shape with a square base of the same area (i.e., having the same equivalent diameter) and same height (effective geometrical parameters (EGP)) as their semi-ellipsoid-shaped counterparts were included in the simulation. Due to the relatively sparse character of investigated NSA samples (surface-to-surface distance between nanostructures lies within the 37- to 123-nm range as determined by AFM), the nanoparticles in the array were considered to be non-interacting (the strongest coupling between nanoparticles was observed at surface-to-surface distance close to 20 nm \[[@CR26]\]) and the individual Au nanoparticles have been selected for theoretical calculations. We are aware that the modelling of single nanostructures does not take into account the possible coupling between the adjacent nanoparticles. On the other hand, some researches require the characterization of single nanoparticles \[[@CR27],[@CR28]\]. However, modelling nanoparticle arrays, where cooperative plasmon modes involving multiple nanoparticles exist (e.g., dipole-dipole or higher multipole interactions), is under way, and its results will be presented in a future work.

Finally, the Au nanoparticles of semi-ellipsoid and parallelepiped shape located on glass substrates in air environment have been considered as our model system. Due to the lack of a general analytical model that fully describes the electromagnetic response of arbitrary-shaped nanoparticle, numeric methods should be used. Thus, to estimate the scattering and extinction of electromagnetic field by non-spherical Au nanoparticles, finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) method implemented in Lumerical's FDTD Solutions software was exploited. This allowed spectral distributions of local electromagnetic field intensity in the near-field of the nanoparticle and light extinction spectrum that represent the excitation of LSPR in the nanoparticle to be obtained. The full 3D FDTD model was computed for linearly polarized incident light and wavelength ranging from 400 to 2,000 nm with simulation mesh fixed at 2 × 2 × 2 nm. Linearly polarized light source was used, which is common for the case of symmetric nanoparticle shapes considered; therefore, results obtained can also be applied to unpolarized NSA illumination.

Results and discussion {#Sec8}
======================

Characteristics of random NSA samples {#Sec9}
-------------------------------------

As a result of spectrophotometric measurements, light extinction spectra of the samples in air atmosphere were obtained (Figure [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}). It was found that the peak position in the unpolarized light extinction spectrum, which corresponds to the occurrence of LSPR, shifts towards longer wavelengths with an increase in the initial gold island film thickness (see Figure [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"} and Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}). Additionally, the direct relation between lateral dimensions and height of nanostructures produced after annealing and the initial gold island film thickness was revealed. Thus, it is possible to tune the LSPR spectral position in the wavelength range from 576 to 809 nm (see Figure [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}), and the associated PE spectral profile, by changing the initial gold island film thickness. Obviously, considered PE nanochips fabrication technology based on gold island films with subsequent thermal annealing can be exploited while taking into account inherent technological limitations that hinder the preparation of geometrically ordered nanoparticle arrays.Figure 3**Measured extinction spectra of random NSA samples produced via thermal annealing of gold island films.** Normal incidence unpolarized light extinction spectra for samples R1 to R9 with different initial gold island film thickness exhibit peaks located in the wavelength range from 576 to 809 nm. Inset: the table with respective NSA geometrical parameters.

Characteristics of ordered NSA samples {#Sec10}
--------------------------------------

Spectral characteristics and structural parameters of ordered NSAs were obtained using the previous experimental conditions and yielded the following results (Figure [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}, Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"}). Unpolarized light extinction spectra for each of the samples exhibited bands having an expressed peak with different spectral positions (from 606 to 783 nm) and extinction intensities, which mainly depend on the geometrical parameters of the nanostructures. Significant spectral shift of the LSPR band also implies the possibility of wide-range wavelength tuning using NSA fabricated by the NIL technique. Strong variation of extinction intensity should be noted as a disadvantage of such spectral tuning for both methods of NSA fabrication.Figure 4**Measured extinction spectra of ordered NSA samples produced using NIL.** Normal incidence unpolarized light extinction spectra for samples O1 to O4 exhibit peaks located in the wavelength range from 606 to 783 nm. Inset: the table with respective NSA geometrical parameters.Table 2**Spectral and structural characteristics of ordered NSA samples produced using NILNSA samplePeak position in extinction spectrum (nm)Average in-plane dimensions (nm)Average height (nm)Average interparticle distance (nm)**O1606120 × 13050237O2652166 × 17425247O3731193 × 17019242 × 209O4783193 × 19126246

Modelling results {#Sec11}
-----------------

First, light extinction properties of model nanoparticle systems have been simulated for the two considered shapes (i.e., semi-ellipsoid and parallelepiped). Figure [5](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"} shows typical light extinction spectra for both shapes with EGP corresponding to samples R1, R4, and R6 presented in Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}. It is evident that simulated extinction spectra follow the same trend of red-shifting and widening upon the increase in nanoparticle dimensions as experimental extinction spectra, which can be related to the mutual influence of light scattering and secondary radiation of electrons (radiation damping effect) \[[@CR29],[@CR30]\]. Additionally, extinction response of semi-ellipsoid and parallelepiped-shaped nanoparticles does not exhibit noticeable differences except for a permanent red-shift and marginally increased FWHM of parallelepiped-shaped nanoparticle spectrum (see Figure [5](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"}), which can be attributed to the shape effect. Observed difference between the experimental and modelled extinction spectra, which is most evident for random NSA, can be explained by the growing mismatch between the model semi-ellipsoid and experimental nanostructure shapes with increasing nanostructures size. Additionally, the near-field interaction between nanostructures and their size distribution also contribute to the observed discrepancy between the experimental and calculated data. Nevertheless, the abovementioned trend of spectra red-shifting and widening is obvious.Figure 5**Simulated light extinction cross-section spectra for semi-ellipsoid- and parallelepiped-shaped Au nanoparticles on glass substrates.** Insets show top view AFM images for random gold NSA samples. Numbers correspond to samples R1, R4, and R6, respectively. Effective geometrical parameters of Au nanoparticles used in FDTD modelling are the same for semi-ellipsoid and parallelepiped shapes and correspond to the data presented in Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"} for samples R1, R4, and R6, respectively.

Comparison of maximal local electric field distribution around the nanoparticles of different shapes shows that parallelepiped-shaped nanoparticles on glass substrates provide electric field intensity enhancements more than an order of magnitude greater than their semi-ellipsoidal counterparts (Figure [6](#Fig6){ref-type="fig"}). For example, parallelepiped nanoparticles with equivalent diameters of 85 nm and height of 35 nm exhibit maximal incident field intensity enhancement up to approximately 1.2 × 10^4^. In comparison, semi-ellipsoidal nanoparticles with the same EGP provide maximal electric field intensity enhancement of only about 4.1 × 10^2^.Figure 6**Simulated profiles of electric field intensity enhancement for differently shaped Au nanoparticles.** Effective geometrical parameters of **(a)** semi-ellipsoid- and **(b)** parallelepiped-shaped Au nanoparticles on glass substrates correspond to sample R3 (see Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}). Electric field profiles correspond to light wavelengths of 646 and 658 nm for semi-ellipsoid- and parallelepiped-shaped Au nanoparticles, respectively, which provide the maximal intensity enhancement. Electric field polarization and wave vectors lie in the profile plane under the normal incidence conditions. Dashed lines indicate nanoparticle and substrate borders. Different nanoparticle widths are shown due to the exploited model with identical nanoparticle base area for semi-ellipsoid- and parallelepiped-shaped Au nanoparticles (see '[Methods](#Sec2){ref-type="sec"}' section). Vertical dimension scale is increased for better visual perception.

The whole set of maximal electric field enhancement values obtained for each of the nanoparticle geometries is presented in Figure [7](#Fig7){ref-type="fig"}. It is evident that the largest enhancement values are exhibited when equivalent diameters of both types of nanoparticles range from 85 to 143 nm and the height of nanoparticles is 35 nm. These optimized geometrical parameters can be used for manufacturing purposes to fabricate Au NSA providing plasmonic enhancement for different applications. For a defined nanoparticle shape and geometrical parameters, maximal electric field intensity enhancement is obtained at a specific light wavelength, which was found to range from about 620 nm (for small nanoparticles) to near infrared region (for large nanoparticles). Detailed light wavelength values are contained in labels in Figures [6](#Fig6){ref-type="fig"}, [7](#Fig7){ref-type="fig"}, and [8](#Fig8){ref-type="fig"}.Figure 7**Calculated values of maximal electric field intensity enhancement near differently shaped Au nanoparticles.** Simulation results correspond to **(a)** semi-ellipsoid- and **(b)** parallelepiped-shaped Au nanoparticles on glass substrates. Effective geometrical parameters of Au nanoparticles used in FDTD modelling are the same for semi-ellipsoid and parallelepiped shapes and correspond to the data presented in Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"} for samples R1 to R9, respectively. Labels above the bars indicate the light wavelength, which the maximal electric field intensity enhancement for specific nanoparticle geometry was obtained at.Figure 8**Calculated values of average electric field intensity enhancement within a 25**-**nm vicinity of differently shaped Au nanoparticles.** Simulation results correspond to **(a)** semi-ellipsoid- and **(b)** parallelepiped-shaped Au nanoparticles on glass substrates. Effective geometrical parameters of Au nanoparticles used in FDTD modelling are the same for semi-ellipsoid and parallelepiped shapes and correspond to the data presented in Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"} for samples R1 to R9, respectively. Labels above the bars indicate the light wavelength, which the maximal electric field intensity enhancement for specific nanoparticle geometry was obtained at.

It is particularly important to discuss the difference between electric field intensity enhancements for semi-ellipsoidal and parallelepiped nanoparticles considering not only the 'hot spots' regions but the vicinity of the entire nanoparticle surface where other objects of interest, e.g., molecular or biomolecular species, can reside. To accomplish this task, we calculated the average electric field intensity enhancements within a 25-nm vicinity (maximal value for a biomolecular monolayer) of both semi-ellipsoidal and parallelepiped Au nanoparticles (Figure [8](#Fig8){ref-type="fig"}). Interestingly, in this case, both nanoparticle shapes have demonstrated comparable average electric field enhancement values that peaked at about 24 and 45 for semi-ellipsoidal and parallelepiped nanoparticles, respectively. This result implies that not only NIL-fabricated nanochips but also NSA samples obtained using island film thermal annealing method can be promising as a possible PE basis for various surface-enhanced spectroscopies. The NIL NSA can be more effective for detection of small size molecules, which are able to reach 'hot spots' in the vicinity of nanostructure base.

Conclusions {#Sec12}
===========

Samples of random and ordered gold nanoparticle arrays with different morphologies, which were fabricated using thermal annealing of vacuum-evaporated island films and nanoimprint lithography methods, exhibit differences in the maximal level of plasmonic enhancement. However, both nanoparticle shapes have shown comparable average enhancement values in their near vicinity. Among the considered configurations, optimal enhancement is achieved when Au nanoparticles have equivalent diameters ranging from 85 to 143 nm and height equal to 35 nm. Both techniques allow the wavelength tuning of LSPR for considered NSA samples in the range of about 200 nm. Thermally annealed island films revealed smooth nanostructure shapes resembling semi-ellipsoids, with easy access to their surfaces by detected molecules possessing a wide range of sizes. In contrast, nanoimprint lithography produced nanostructures with sharp corners that can, on the one hand, generate 'hot spots' with strong PE, and, on the other hand, hinder the access of larger analyte molecules to these regions thereby creating more favorable conditions for small molecule detection. In summary, both studied fabrication approaches can find different implementations to prepare the nanostructured plasmonic arrays for a wide range of applications, such as biosensing and resonant methods using electromagnetic fields of nanostructures.
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